Short-range ordering (SRO) tendency for disordered alloys is considered as competition between chemical ordering and geometric (mainly, difference in atomic radius for constituents) effects. Especially for multicomponent (including the so-called high entropy alloys (HEAs) near equiatomic composition), it has been considered as difficult to systematically characterize the SRO tendency only by geometric effects, due mainly to the fact that (i) chemical effects typically plays significant role, (ii) near equiatomic composition, we cannnot classify which elements belong to solute or solvent, and (iii) underlying lattice for pure elements can typically differ from each other. Despite these facts, we here show that SRO tendency for seven fcc-based alloys including subsystems of Ni-based HEAs, can be well characterized by geometric effects, where corresponding atomic radius is defined based on atomic configuration with special fluctuation, measured from ideally random structure. The present findings strongly indicate the significant role of geometry in underlying lattice on SRO for multicomponent alloys.
I. INTRODUCTION
For binary disordered alloys, there have been experimental and/or theoretical attempts to universally characterize shortrange order (SRO) tendency based on the difference (or ratio) of constituent atomic radius. These are commonly based on the intuition that ordering tendency (i.e., unlike-atom pairs are preffered) is enhanced when constituent atomic radius exhibit significant differences due to reducing strain energy. This intuition fails, i.e., SRO tendency for binary alloys cannot be generally characterized only by the difference between constituent atomic radius, since chemical effects, coming from many-body interactions in alloys, play central role on SRO. 1 Following theoretical investigations quantitatively point out the significant chemical effect on SRO, 2,3 which naturally makes the trends that the relationship between SRO for binary alloys and geometric effects (including differences in atomic radius) have not been focused on so far. Despite these facts, we recently reveal 4 that although trends in SRO for fcc-based binary alloys cannot be characterized by conventional Goldschmidt or DFT-based atomic radius even qualitatively, those are well-characterized by effective atomic radius of speciallyselected microscopic structure derived only from information of underlying geometry (i.e., lattice). The results strongly indicate that ratio of constituent atomic radius in short-range ordered structure covariance deviation, w.r.t. configurational density of states (CDOS) for non-interacting system, from linear average for constituent pure elements can characterize the SRO tendency. Although recent DFT-based theoretical investigations amply address SRO tendencies not only for binary, but also for multicomponent alloys at or near equiatomic composition such as CoCrNi and CoFeNi for ternary, and Moand Ni-based quaternary and quinary alloys due to the recently attractive attention to the so-called high entropy alloys (HEA) that can exhibit super-high strength compared to conventional alloys, very little has been focused on SRO in multicomponent (three or more components) systems in terms of geometric contributions, due mainly to the fact that (i) near equiatomic composition, we cannot clearly classify whether the selected element is solute or solvent, (ii) underlying lattice for pure constituent can differ from that for HEA and (iii) it has been believed that chemical effects other than geometric effects play central role on SRO for binary systems. Here we extend our previous approach on binary system to systematically characterizing ordering tendency for seven equiatomic ternary alloys, by explicitly employing non-conventional coordinates (i.e., not conventional in generalized Ising systems) along chosen pair probability, where quantitative formulation for relationship between conventional and non-conventional coordinates for multicomponent discrete systems under constant composition has recently been clarified by our study. We find that SRO tendencies in terms of neighboring pair probability can be universally, well characterized by ratio of atomic radius between of specially-fluctuated ordered structure and of ideally random structure, which is discussed in detail below.
II. METHODOLOGY
In order to quantitatively represent any atomic configuration for multicomponent systems, we here employ generalized Ising model 6 (GIM) that provides complete orthonormal basis functions enables to exactly describe physical quantities as a function of atomic configuration for classical discrete systems under constant composition. In the present A-B-C ternary systems, we define spin variables σ i to specify atomic occupation of A, B or C at lattice point i as σ i = +1 for A, σ i = 0 for B and σ i = −1 for C element. Under this definition, basis functions at a single lattice point are given by
and higher-order multisite correlations Φ can be obtained by taking average of corresponding products of the above basis functions over all lattice points. Once we construct complete set of basis, we recently find that for any number of components, canonical average of multisite correlation function can be given by
where 1 and 2 respectively denotes taking arithmetic average and standard deviation over all possible atomic configurations for non-interacting system. U r and U 0 represents potential energy of the so-called "projection state (PS)" 5 and special quasirandom structure (SQS, that mimic perfect random state). 7 Since we have shown that structures of PS and SQS, and 1 and 2 can be known from system before applying many-body interactions, we can a priori know their information without any thermodynamic information. This directly means that once we obtain the structure of PS and SQS, we can systematically characterize temperature dependence of ordering tendency for multicomponent alloys. However, for multicomponent system, basis functions in Eq. (1) does not provide intuitive interpretation of which like-and/or unlikeatom pairs are preferred and/or disfavored, which is contrary to the case of binary system. For multicomponent systems, practical problemes are (i) pair probabilities are obtained by linear combination of the basis functions, leading to accumulating predictive error and (ii) a set of pair probability does not form orthonormal basis. To overcome these problems, we recently modify Eq. (1) that can be applied to canonical average of any linear combination of orthonormal basis functions. For pair probability of Y IJ , this is given by
where
denotes taking linear average over all possible atomic configuration satisfying Y IJ ≥ Y IJ 1 . Eq. (3) directly means that we can construct PS to characterize temperature dependence of selected pair probability Y IJ , where its structure is given by Φ 1
for f -dimensional configuration space considered, and structure of SQS is given by Φ 1 1 , · · · , Φ f 1 . Note that defiition of the above pair probabily for unlike-atom pair includes permutation of constituent pair probability y IJ and y JI , namely,
where constituent pair probabilities satisfy the following summation for composition of I, c I :
We here consider ordering tendency in terms of 1st nearest-neighbor (1NN) pair probability for seven fcc-based equiatomic ternary alloys of CrCoNi, CrFeNi, CrNiMn, CoNiMn, FeNiMn, AgAuCu and AgPdRh: The reasons for choosing these alloys are (i) Ni-based ternarly alloys are all subsystems of HEAs whose short-range order is considered as key role to characterize its extreme mechanical properties, and (ii) compared to binary alloys, very little has been known for short-range order even qualitatively, where short-range ordering tendency for Ag-based two alloys, CrCoNi and CrFeNi are qualitatively available for previous experimental and/or theoretical studies.
In the present study, PSs along possible six pairs (A-A, A-B, B-B, A-C, B-C and C-C) and SQS are constructed for supercell of 480-atom (4 × 5 × 6 expantion of convensional unit cell) based on Monte Carlo simulation to minimize Euclidean distance between multisite correlation functions for practically-constructed configuration and that for ideal values,
? where we consider up to 6NN pair, and all triplets and quartets consisting of up to 4NN pairs that can well characterize ordering tendency for fcc-based binary alloys. We emphasize again that structure of PSs and SQS are constructed only for geometric information of underlying lattice, which are all common for the seven ternary alloys.
The constructed PSs and SQS are applied to density functional theory (DFT) calculation to obtain total energy, which is perfomed by the VASP 8 code using the projectoraugmented wave method, 9 with the exchange-correlation functional treated within the generalized-gradient approximation of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (GGA-PBE). 10 The plane wave cutoff of 360 eV is used. Structural optimization is performed until the residual forces less than 0.005 eV/Å.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
For multicomponent system, information about whether a chosen unlike-atom pair is preferred or disfavored w.r.t. random state is not sufficient to characterize whether the system undergoes ordered structure or phase separation at low temperature, which is in contrast to binary systems. This is simply because for multicomponent systems, there are multiple (for ternary, three) different kinds of unlike-atom pair. Therefore, we here introduce two type of quantity to measure the ordering (or separating) tendency as follows:
where U JK denotes potential energy of PS for JK pair, given in Eq. (3). Note that here and hereinafter, for simplicity PS energy and its correlation functins are always measured from SQS energy and correlation functions. From the definition, we can see that (i) α 3 denotes the measure of whole preference (disfavor) for three unlike-atom pairs w.r.t. other three like-atom pairs when α 3 exhibit positive (negative) sign, (ii) α 2 denotes the measure of preference (disfavor) for a selected unlike-atom pair w.r.t. corresponding two like-atom pairs when α 2 exhibits positive (negative) sign, (iii) α 1 denotes the measure of preference (disfavor) for a selected unlike-atom or like-atom pair w.r.t. random states with its positive (negative) sign, and (iv) for ideally random states, α 3 = α 2 = α 1 = 0. Therefore, α 3 and α 2 respectively represent the measure of overall preference (disfavor) of unlike-atom pair(s) for ternary system and three subsystems, i.e., constituent binary systems. Figure 1 shows the color plot of sign and magnitude of α 3 , α 2 and α 1 for the present seven ternary alloys. We can clearly see that ordering (or separating) tendency for a chosen pair in terms of α 1 can strongly depend on combination of the rest element: For instance, Ni-Ni like-atom pair is strongly preferred for FeMnNi and CoMnNi, while it is disfavored for CrFeNi alloy. The fact that ordering tendency as ternary (i.e., α 3 > 0) does not always holds for its subsystems, e.g., for CrCoNi, α 3 > 0 while for Co-Ni subsystem, α 2 < 0. Moreover, we can clearly see for Fe-Ni subsystem in CrFeNi and Co-Mn subsystem in CoMnNi alloys the counterbalance breaking of like-and unlike-atom pair that is not broken for binary system: Fe-Ni subsystem exhibit the same negative sign for Fe-Fe, FeNi and Ni-Ni pair, and Co-Mn exhibit the same positive sign for Co-Co, Mn-Mn and Co-Mn pairs.
In order to characterize the above ordering tendencies in terms of underlying geometry, we also introduce three kinds of atomic radius ratio as follows:
where [ ] 1 denotes that internal numerator and enumerator can be reversed so that resultant value of fraction should always be greater or equal to 1, and R
PS and R RD respectively denotes Goldschmidt atomic radius 11 for element K, effective atomic radius of K obtained from projection state, and effective atomic radius for random states (i.e., from SQS structure). Note that since PS contains multiple elements other than considered K, we define R
PS from the volume of the following conditions:
where constant C is determined so that
With these prerations, R
PS can be obtained through for system with α 3 > 0, and
for system with α 3 < 0. The reason why we do not employ sign of α 2 or α 1 to determine effective atomic radius is that (i) there can be multiple values for atomic radius for a chosen element of a given system, and (ii) algebraic equations for atomic radius can be linear dependent (e.g., CrMnNi system: there is four preference pairs) with each other when we focus on the preference of ordering tendency of subsystems or cannot be solved (e.g., CrFeNi system: there is two preference pairs). Eqs. (8) and (9) means that (i) since projection state in Eq. (3) corresponds a specially fluctuated structure (i.e., covariance fluctuation) from random state along considered pair (similarly to binary system), we define effective atomic radius from information about such fluctuated structure, (ii) it has uncertainity to multiply scalar constant C for projection state since only the direction of fluctuation is essential to determine pair probability (invariant to the choice of C), while resultant effective volume (or atomic radius) depends on C, and (iii) therefore, we determine the magnitude of fluctuation C so that the fluctuated structure has pair probability corresponding to the value of correlation function for considered pure element (Eq. (9)). Eqs. (10) and (11) means that effective atomic radius are determined from information about volume of fluctuated structure with prefered direction (i.e., for α > 0, fluctuation along unlike-atom pair, and α < 0, along like-atom pair). Figure 2 shows the resultant ternary atomic ordering tendency, α 3 , in terms of the above three different kinds of definition of atomic radius ratio.
ABC means taking linear average over possible set of pairs, e.g., for Goldschmidt radius,
We can clearly see that Goldshmidt atomic radius ratio does not exhibit effective correlation with ordering tendency: systems with larger positive value of α 3 does not have larger value of r g ABC . The correlation is most strong when we take r PS/RD ABC compared with r PS/PS ABC , and when we decompose these tendency into subsystems (see Fig. 3 ), the same correlation relationships holds true. These strongly indicate that for multicomponent disordered alloys, geometric effects on ordering tendency in terms of strain due to difference in atomic radius should be naturally considered as difference in atomic radius between effective constituent radius in covariance-fluctuated strucre and that for random states.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Based on specially fluctuated structure and ideally random structure, we here show that introduced definition of atomic radius can reasonablly characterize SRO tendency for multicomponent alloys not only for whole (ternary) system as well as their constituent subsystems, while conventional definition of atomic radius fails to explain such SRO tendency. The present findings strongly indicate the significant role of geometry in underlying lattice on SRO for multicomponent alloys, where quantitative formulation of SRO parameter in terms of the present geometric factors should be performed in our future study.
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